NSHE
Campus Technology Officer Meeting
June 24, 2009
1:00– 2:30 p.m.
Minutes
Attendance: Bob Moulton, Roberta Roth, Lori Temple, Karen Brown, Brian Chongtai, Steve Zideck, Jim
McKinney,
Advisory Group Update- The Advisory Group has not met since the last CTO meeting. There have not been any
action items therefore there is nothing to report. The next meeting is July 09, 2009. Lori asked if anyone had agenda
items they could submit them to her. Steve Zideck mentioned having a ‘What’s next with the next legacy system?’
topic for discussion for both the CTOs as well as on the Advisory Group’s agenda.. Roberta will discuss this with
Robyn Render and will bring back the feedback provided by Robyn Render on how to proceed forward with this
topic.
Software license manager/server for NSHE- Lori discussed an idea/need for having a centralized server that
serves up certain types of licenses to cut down on license fees. This discussion came up at UNLV. She would like to
know if there was any interest in taking this issue to the System Wide Software Committee to see if there was any
interest at the other campuses. Everyone agreed to pursue this via Lori’s representative (Daryl Lutey) who will
request to have this topic put on the System Software Committee’s agenda. Roberta will inform Susan Bunyan about
this.
Migration of Student email - SCS and campus roles- At a recent Advisory Group meeting a couple campuses
voiced concern about the sunsetting of the student e-mail application costing more in resources at the campus level.
Bob and Lori agreed to have this topic brought to the CTO meeting for discussion. There was also a series of
questions and answers that were in response to planning concerns that were presented at the meeting. SCS
gathered information on data, type of reporting and list of listservs. The purpose of this discussion is “What do you
want to do? How can we work together to make this successful?” Bob stated TMCC’s experience would be
replicated across the campuses that are interested in migrating to G-mail.
Lori stated there will come a time when UNLV will have to interface with SCS on some issues and planning will ease
the transition. Steve Zideck stated SCS was very helpful in getting passed the legal hurdles. He also stated had it not
been for SCS TMCC would not be where it is today. Jim McKinney stated UNR would not be migrating to G-mail.
Brian Chongtai stated they were undecided on whether to migrate to G-mail but it will all depend on how it’s
managed, how accounts are activated and if it’s tied in to SIS in anyway. Bob asked if TMCC would be willing to do a
presentation on G-mail and how it integrates with SIS. Steve Zideck said he would be willing to do so. WNC stated
they had the same issues as NSC. Roberta stated she would contact CSN, DRI and GBC to see what they had to
say about the issue.
Universities Cope with New Anti-Piracy Requirement- Bob stated there was an extreme amount of focus on
security within the SA cabinet regarding security. He wanted to inform everyone of the issue regarding the new
campus requirement to monitor and follow up on copyright infringement (RIAA) incidents. He wanted to have a
discussion on what the campuses are doing or what they should be doing as a group.
Paul Mudgett stated issues with copyright infringement are usually traced back to the campus and then let the
campus handle the situation. He said there has only been one incident at the system level. Steve Zideck asked if
there was a way of knowing how many incidents are occurring at their campus. Paul Mudgett stated he could include
TMCC in his report.
UNR has the responsible party come in (first offense) and sign a policy/complaint that gets filed. The second offense
gets routed to the campus judicial system with network access being revoked. Lori stated UNLV has the same
procedures but take it a step farther by making them watch an RIAA video which stress the legality of the issue. If an
employee is responsible for copyright infringement it gets routed to legal if they are professional and HR if they are
classified. Brian Chongtai stated there have not been any incidents at NSC. WNC has not had many employee
incidents but have had student problems. Ken Sullivan said most of the buildings on their campus were built with
Ethernet ports so the only way they can monitor the incidents is to close all open ports and resetting them to require
authentication.
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Next Meeting July 22, 2009.
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